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Croatian Geographical Names Database
1. Introduction
State Geodetic Administration (SGA) launched a program to establish the national spatial
data infrastructure (NSDI) of the Republic of Croatia. The database of the geographical
names is an important element of NSDI. The recommendation of the UN Conference on
the Standardization of the Geographical Names (2002) is to consider geographical names
data in the establishment of national and regional spatial data infrastructures.
Geographical names database is important for producing maps and development of basic
geographical data services.
The Norwegian Government supported development of the Croatian Geographical
Names Database (CGND). The agreement on realization of Croatian Norwegian
Geoinformation Project (CRONO GIP) between the State Geodetic Administration
(SGA), Croatian Geodetic Institute (CGI) and Norwegian Mapping and Cadastre
Authority (NMCA) was signed on the March 8th 2006. The project is divided in several
phases: specification of the database, development of the database, establishing
procedures for uploading of data, initial loading of the data, development of user
applications for external users and applications for the distribution of data (web services).
The objective of the Croatian Geographical Names Database (CGND) is to encompass all
Croatian geographical names in official use, but also the names that are not necessarily
official. The database contains the attributes related to each name, which should fulfill
the requirements of a modern society in terms of distributing the names to all relevant use
and users via Internet.
In Croatia there are the main minorities of Serbian and Italian nationalities. CGND is
supporting minority languages and scripts used in multilingual areas.

2. CGND geographic feature types
Classification of geographical feature is one of the marlstones in the development of
geographic names database. The State Geodetic Administration is responsible for map
production in official scales on the land and Hydrographic Institute of the Republic of
Croatia (HHI) is responsible for the maps of the Adriatic Sea. Both map productions have
to follow the existing classification of geographical features. SGA users Croatian
Topographic Information System (CROTIS), and HHI uses international hydrographic
geographical feature catalog (S-57/119). Both feature catalogs are compiled in CGND
geographical names feature catalog.
The CGND feature type catalog has the main level, object groups, object type and object
subtypes. Object groups are divided in: geographical regions, settlements, islands
peninsulas and cliffs, political regions, topographic features, land waters and sea waters.
They are divided further into type and subtype levels.
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3. Geographical names data models
The purpose of geographical names data models is to connect geographical name and its
attributes with spatially related features. For the realization of the geographical names
data models ISO TC211 and, OGC standards are used. UNICODE Standard is used for
character encoding. Data model is given in Unified Modeling Language (UML). CGND
is developed in Oracle DBMS.

4. Initial loading of geographical names database
In Croatia there are more official registers of geographical names. Geographical names
from some of them are loaded into the CGND. Geographical names are loaded from
official registers:
•
•
•
•

Register of Spatial Units,
Topographic database with toponyms,
Geographical names database based on map 1:300000,
Catalogue of lighthouses.

Checking of initially loaded geographical names is in progress.

5. CGND Gazetteer
Gazetteers are systematic lists of geographical names in a specific country, with their
locations and indication of nature. CGND is containing much more attributes about
names than gazetteer. CGND gazetteer is the extraction of the data from geographical
names database. It contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nr. of the name,
ID of the name,
Geographical name,
Administrative area,
Coordinates of the name (E, N),
Object groups,
Object type,
Object subtypes,
CGND code,
CROTIS code.

On the figure 1 is shown the first few records of the CGND Gazetteer are shown.
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Fig. 1: CGND Gazetteer (part of).
On the figures 2 and 3 are shown outputs from CGND.

Fig. 2: Output from the CGND.
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Fig. 3: Output from the CGND.

6. Future CGND development
The first solution of the CGND user interfaces will allow users simple search for the
CGND names after the names and features. It will be developed like examples in other
countries; e.g. Norway (http://www.norgeibilder.no/), U.S. Board on Geographic Names
(http://geonames.usgs.gov/),
Geographical
Names
of
Canada
(http://geonames.nrcan.gc.ca). CGND will be the part of national space data
infrastructure.
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